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Abstract

Expectations about the magnitude of impending pain exert a substantial effect on subsequent perception. However, the neural
mechanisms that underlie the predictive processes that modulate pain are poorly understood. In a combined behavioral and
high-density electrophysiological study we measured anticipatory neural responses to heat stimuli to determine how predictions
of pain intensity, and certainty about those predictions, modulate brain activity and subjective pain ratings. Prior to receiving ran-
domized laser heat stimuli at different intensities (low, medium or high) subjects (n = 15) viewed cues that either accurately informed
them of forthcoming intensity (certain expectation) or not (uncertain expectation). Pain ratings were biased towards prior expecta-
tions of either high or low intensity. Anticipatory neural responses increased with expectations of painful vs. non-painful heat inten-
sity, suggesting the presence of neural responses that represent predicted heat stimulus intensity. These anticipatory responses also
correlated with the amplitude of the Laser-Evoked Potential (LEP) response to painful stimuli when the intensity was predictable.
Source analysis (LORETA) revealed that uncertainty about expected heat intensity involves an anticipatory cortical network com-
monly associated with attention (left dorsolateral prefrontal, posterior cingulate and bilateral inferior parietal cortices). Relative
certainty, however, involves cortical areas previously associated with semantic and prospective memory (left inferior frontal and
inferior temporal cortex, and right anterior prefrontal cortex). This suggests that biasing of pain reports and LEPs by expectation
involves temporally precise activity in specific cortical networks.
� 2007 International Association for the Study of Pain. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Pain expectancy has a strong influence on pain percep-
tion (Price, 1999; Fields, 2000; Wager, 2005; Vase et al.,
2005). This is of clinical importance since the underlying
mechanisms of expectancy have been proposed to play a
central role not only in placebo analgesic and nocebo
responses (Fields and Price, 2005; Wager, 2005), but also
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in disability in patients with chronic pain (Crombez et al.,
1998; Boersma and Linton, 2006). Modification of beliefs
and expectations about pain is one of the primary goals of
Cognitive–Behavioral Therapy (CBT), as some chronic
pain disorders are thought to be potentiated by rigor-
ously held negative expectations (Vlaeyen and Linton,
2000). However, the neural processes that mediate the
impact of expectations on pain perception and behavior
are currently poorly understood.

According to theoretical models of attention and per-
ception, the balance of reliance on prior expectation
over sensory evidence is critically governed by uncer-
ublished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Experimental design. A visual anticipation cue was presented
at �3 s, indicating to the subjects whether they should expect either
‘high’, ‘medium’ or ‘low’ intensity pain (50% trials) or an ‘unknown’
intensity of pain (50% trials). The visual anticipation cue occurred
alongside an auditory tone, and two further auditory tones (at �2 s
and �1 s) counted down the onset of a 150 ms laser pulse (at 0 ms), in
order that subjects could accurately predict the timing of the pain. At
+3 s, an auditory tone indicated to subjects to provide a verbal pain
intensity rating, using a 0–10 pain scale as a reference.
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tainty in those expectations (Yu and Dayan, 2005), such
that sensory evidence has more influence when expecta-
tions are more uncertain. However, recent thinking has
suggested that uncertainty necessarily increases pain
perception (Ploghaus et al., 2003). Here, we set out to
resolve these competing views by investigating the influ-
ence of uncertainty on pain ratings across a range of
heat intensities, as well as probing the neurophysiologi-
cal basis for this influence.

We aimed to measure the specific ‘top-down’ neural
correlates of expectation by temporally dissociating pain
anticipation from experience. Anticipatory activity
toward pain has been investigated with event-related
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) (Plog-
haus et al., 1999; Porro et al., 2002, 2003; Wager
et al., 2004; Koyama et al., 2005), showing activity in
areas commonly associated with nociception (including
anterior cingulate (ACC), insular and bilateral inferior
parietal cortices). However, fMRI methodologies suffer
from the limitation that the haemodynamic response
allows only crude disambiguation of neural processes
that take place within a few hundred milliseconds before
pain onset from those related to stimulus processing,
although earlier anticipatory processes can be resolved.

Thus, electroencephalography (EEG) may be better
placed to accurately separate pain anticipation from pain
experience due to its high temporal resolution. The best
characterized anticipatory waveform, the Contingent
Negative Variation (CNV), is generated prior to a motor
response and is associated with distinct ‘early’ and ‘late’
phases with differential activity in the ACC, posterior cin-
gulate, inferior parietal cortex, thalamus, Supplementary
Motor Area (SMA) and cerebellum (Cui et al., 2000;
Gomez et al., 2001; Gomez et al., 2003; Nagai et al.,
2004). In the absence of a required motor response, a
Stimulus-Preceding Negativity (SPN) is still observed
when anticipating pain, the late phase of which has also
been localized to the ACC (Bocker et al., 2001). However,
it is not known how the SPN is modulated by uncertainty
when anticipating pain.

We therefore designed an experimental paradigm to
measure the EEG correlates of early and late phases of
pain anticipation estimated using tomographic source
localization (LORETA), and the modulation of this
activity by certain and uncertain expectations of painful
and non-painful heat intensities.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Fifteen healthy, right-handed subjects, free of psychiatric,
neurological, cardiovascular or autonomic disorders, partici-
pated in the study (mean age 47 ± 6.6). Subjects gave informed
written consent, and the study was approved by Oldham Local
Research Ethics Committee.
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2.2. Experimental procedure

Laser heat stimuli of 150 ms duration and a beam diameter
of 15 mm were applied to the dorsal surface of the subjects’
right forearm using a CO2 laser stimulator. Between stimuli,
the laser was moved randomly over an area 3 · 5 cm to avoid
habituation, sensitization or skin damage. Subjects wore pro-
tective laser safety goggles during the experiment.

An initial psychophysics procedure was performed using a
0–10 sensory rating scale, which was anchored such that a level
4 indicated pain threshold. A ramping procedure was repeated
three times to determine three intensities of laser stimulus for
each subject: level 3, level 5 and level 7, corresponding to
‘low’, ‘medium’ and ‘high’ intensities of the laser heat stimulus,
respectively. These semantic labels were used in the main part
of the study to represent the three levels of stimulus intensity.
Subjects, however, were not explicitly informed that ‘low’ cor-
responded to a level 3, ‘medium’ to a level 5 and ‘high’ to a
level 7. We then tested that subjects were rating each level of
intensity on the numerical scale as expected by giving them a
number of randomized pulses at the three intensities, and
adjusted the intensity levels to achieve the appropriate sensa-
tion if necessary.

On each trial of the experiment (see Fig. 1), a laser stim-
ulus was delivered to the subject every 10 s. A pre-determined
randomized sequence of stimulus intensities was used, such
that from the subject’s perspective each of the ‘low’ ‘medium’
and ‘high’ intensity stimuli, which occurred with equal fre-
quency, could have occurred with equal probability on each
trial. Laser stimuli were preceded by the appearance of a
visual anticipation cue, occurring 3 s prior to the laser stimu-
lus, displayed on a computer monitor in front of the subject.
The anticipatory cue was a word (‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’ or
‘unknown’) that accurately predicted whether the following
laser stimulus was to be a ‘low’, ‘medium’ or ‘high’ intensity
(50% of trials, certain expectation), or an ‘unknown’ pain
intensity (50% of trials, uncertain expectation). In total, an
equal number of laser stimuli at each intensity level were
delivered to induce certain and uncertain expectations. Cer-
tain expectations were never violated. The onset of the visual
anticipation cue occurred simultaneously with the first of
three auditory tones applied using loudspeakers that sounded
at once per second until laser stimulus delivery, allowing for
accurate prediction in the timing of the laser stimulus. The
visual anticipatory cue remained on the computer monitor
pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),
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for the duration of the trial. Three seconds after each laser
pulse, an auditory tone of a different quality indicated to
the subjects to verbally report the intensity of the experienced
pain, using the 0–10 pain scale. In total, 240 trials were pre-
sented in 4 blocks of 60 trials. The experiment lasted approx-
imately 45 min.

2.3. Electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings

EEG recordings were taken from 61 scalp electrodes placed
according to an extended 10–20 system (Quik-Cap system,
Neuroscan, Inc.). Bandpass filters were set at DC �70 Hz, with
a sampling rate of 500 Hz and gain of 500. A notch filter was
set to 50 Hz to reduce electrical interference. Electrodes were
referenced to the ipsilateral (right) earlobe, and recordings
were also taken from the contralateral (left) earlobe for off-line
conversion to linked-ears reference. The vertical and horizon-
tal electro-oculograms (EOG) were measured for off-line
reduction of blink and eye-movement artifacts.

2.4. Data analysis

Behavioral data were analyzed to determine the main effects
of, and interactions between, intensity and certainty on pain
ratings, using a repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with certainty (certain, uncertain) and intensity
(low, medium, high) as factors. Results were corrected for
non-sphericity using Greenhouse-Geisser. Post hoc paired
t-tests were used to determine the effect of certainty on pain
ratings for each intensity individually.

EEG data were analyzed using Neuroscan Edit 4.3. An ocu-
lar artifact reduction algorithm (Semlitsch et al., 1986) was
performed. The data were epoched into single trials of 5.5 s
duration starting 1000 ms before the visual anticipation stimu-
lus, including 3000 ms of anticipation, and ending 1500 ms sec-
onds after the laser stimulus. Epochs were visually inspected
for further ocular artifacts that had escaped automatic
removal, and deleted if necessary. Linear trends over the whole
epoch were removed using the entire epoch to calculate the lin-
ear component in all channels; the whole epoch was used in
order to minimize removal of linear trends that may have spe-
cifically resulted from the anticipatory neural responses we
were intending to measure. Each epoch was then baseline cor-
rected to the 500 ms interval preceding the visual anticipation
cue. The data were then averaged for each intensity level in
each condition separately. The three intensity conditions
occurring for uncertain expectation were averaged together
before analyzing anticipatory responses, leaving four averaged
sets of data for each subject (corresponding to the four visual
anticipation cues: ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’, ‘unknown’). Data
were referenced to the common average (i.e. the average elec-
trical activity over all electrodes) before proceeding with data
analysis, although ERP waveforms are presented according
to the linked-ears reference.

Two 500 ms phases of the anticipatory brain response were
analyzed. An ‘early’ phase, at �2500 to �2000 ms preceding
the laser stimulus, was chosen as the earliest part of the antic-
ipatory response that could be measured without interference
from visual-evoked responses resulting from the anticipatory
cue. A ‘late’ phase, at �500 to 0 ms preceding the laser
Please cite this article in press as: Brown CA et al., Modulation of
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stimulus, was chosen to represent processes taking place in
immediate preparation for the impending laser stimulus. We
reasoned that these early and late phases would be analogous
to the early and late phases of the CNV demonstrated in pre-
vious studies (Gomez et al., 2003). It is possible that pre-motor
responses such as the readiness potential, thought to contri-
bute to the CNV, may also contribute to the SPN. However,
we minimized the effects of motor components in the SPN
by delaying each subject’s response to the laser stimuli until
3 s after each stimulus. The SPN as recorded with this study
is therefore more associated with anticipation of the sensory
perception of pain. However, some motor components may
be involved that are associated with task-unrelated motor
responses to anticipation of pain (e.g. the need to inhibit
arm withdrawal from the pain during the experimental
procedure).

For each of the two phases, the mean amplitude of the SPN
over 500 ms was calculated for each electrode and in each con-
dition. The mean amplitude was then averaged across all con-
ditions, and the electrode with the highest amplitude was
determined. The mean amplitude of the SPN at this electrode
and a number of other representative midline electrodes (Fz,
FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz) were then compared between the certain
conditions (low, medium and high) using a repeated measures
ANOVA. Results at significant electrodes were further
assessed using paired-samples t-tests to compare SPN ampli-
tude for either low vs. medium intensity or medium vs. high
intensity stimuli. We also made a comparison between certain
and uncertain conditions, averaged across all intensities, for
the two phases at these midline electrodes using a repeated
measures ANOVA. All ANOVA results were corrected for
non-sphericity using Greenhouse-Geisser.

We also analyzed the P2 peak of the Laser-Evoked Poten-
tial (LEP). Each subject’s P2 peak latency was determined at
electrode Cz where the topography of the P2 peak was max-
imal. A 20 ms section of the P2 peak, 10 ms either side of the
latency at which the P2 peak showed maximal amplitude,
was averaged for each subject and for each of the six condi-
tions (i.e. high, medium and low during both certain and
uncertain expectation). These data were entered into a
repeated measures ANOVA (n = 13) to explore the main
effects and interactions between certainty and intensity on
the amplitude of the LEP. The analysis excluded two sub-
jects who did not show a distinct enough P2 peak to allow
for individual latency information to be extracted. ANOVA
results were corrected for non-sphericity using Greenhouse-
Geisser. Furthermore, we made a comparison between the
P2 LEP peak and the amplitude of the SPN during late
anticipation, to determine whether SPN amplitude predicts
LEP peak amplitude and whether this effect is dependent
on the level of certainty. Firstly, LEP amplitudes for each
of the high, medium and low intensity stimuli in the certain
condition were correlated with the average SPN amplitude
during certain expectation, and likewise for LEP and SPN
amplitudes during uncertain expectation. This allowed us
to determine whether certainty affected the relationship
between the SPN and the LEP. Secondly, LEP amplitudes
for each of the high, medium and low intensity stimuli in
the certain condition were correlated with the amplitude of
the corresponding SPN in that condition, i.e. for each inten-
pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),



Fig. 2. Box plot showing the median, inter-quartile range and full
range of pain ratings across subjects. Low, medium and high intensity
pain conditions are shown, comparing uncertain and certain expecta-
tion for each. Outliers are shown as small circles. A 0–10 pain scale was
used as a reference by the subject, anchored such that level 4
corresponded to pain threshold. An interaction between intensity and
certainty (repeated measures ANOVA, p = 0.003), was explained by
significantly reduced pain ratings for certain vs. uncertain expectation
of low intensity stimuli (**p = 0.001) and significantly increased pain
ratings for certain vs. uncertain expectation of high intensity stimuli
(*p = 0.025).
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sity individually. This allowed us to confirm whether antici-
patory effects on LEP amplitude during certainty occurred
within each experimental condition.

Cortical sources of the SPN were estimated with low-reso-
lution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA), using the
LORETA-KEY software (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2002). The
software uses a three-shell spherical head model registered to
the Talairach anatomical brain atlas, although the electrode
coordinates used were determined from a co-registration
between spherical and realistic head geometry that created a
best-fit model (Towle et al., 1993). LORETA estimates ERP
sources in grey matter volume, including some of the hippo-
campus and amygdala, to a 7 mm3 grid resolution using the
digitized MNI probability atlas (Mazziotta et al., 2001).
Time-domain EEG files were converted to current density vec-
tor field magnitude using this technique.

There is sizeable evidence to suggest that LORETA is accu-
rate in localizing the sources of ERPs. Research based on the
use of simulated data (Cuffin et al., 2001a,b; Yao and Dewald,
2005) suggests that source localization techniques are able to
localize activation to within 10–20 mm (which equates to 1–3
LORETA voxels). Similar estimates have been provided from
cross-validation studies of epileptic foci localization (Lantz
et al., 2003; Michel et al., 2004), which show strong correspon-
dence with PET data (Zumsteg et al., 2005). There is also sub-
stantial similarity between intra-cerebral recordings and the
results of source localization (Seeck et al., 1998; Trebuchon-
Da Fonseca et al., 2005). Moreover, combined EEG/fMRI
studies have shown that LORETA localizations are proximal
to fMRI localizations to within 14–16 mm (Mulert et al.,
2004; Vitacco et al., 2002).

Statistical maps were created from the LORETA solutions
by performing voxel-wise t-tests, using a non-parametric ran-
domization and permutation test that requires minimal
assumptions for validity (see Nichols and Holmes, 2002 for a
detailed description of this test). This also produces a t-thresh-
old for significant differences in cluster sizes of activation. The
cluster test is performed using 10 pre-determined thresholds
that are linearly arranged from the maximum absolute t-value
(voxel-by-voxel), towards zero (without including zero). Con-
tiguous voxels above each threshold are grouped into clusters,
and the most significant value is reported.

Prior to performing t-tests, LORETA solutions were inten-
sity normalized in order to eliminate subject-to-subject global
variations. LORETA was then used to compute two main
comparisons of interest, addressing the sources of anticipatory
activity specific firstly to intensity, and secondly to certainty.
To identify areas related to the anticipation of intensity, we
directly compared expectation of high to low intensity stimuli
by voxel-wise t-test in the certain expectation condition. This
was done both for the early and late phases of the anticipatory
response. Secondly, in each phase, the effect of certainty vs.
uncertainty on estimated sources was determined using a
voxel-wise t-test, after averaging each of these conditions
across the three intensities.

On a note of caution, our interpretation of the results
should take into account the low spatial resolution and the
anatomical and physiological assumptions required to ana-
lyze EEG data using LORETA. In particular, there may be
particular inaccuracy in the localization of subcortical
sources.
Please cite this article in press as: Brown CA et al., Modulation of
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3. Results

3.1. Behavioral data

The behavioral data showed that expectations signif-
icantly influenced pain ratings: expectations of moder-
ately painful heat (‘high’ intensity) increased pain
ratings, whereas expectations of non-painful heat
(‘low’ intensity) decreased pain ratings. Pain ratings
(mean, (SD)) for certain and uncertain expectations,
respectively, were: 5.85 (0.45) and 5.63 (0.33) for high
intensity stimuli; 4.34 (0.56) and 4.26 (0.60) for medium
intensity stimuli; 2.09 (0.73) and 2.49 (0.66) for low
intensity stimuli. ANOVA results showed a significant
effect of intensity (F(1.2,14.6) = 201; p < 0.000), and
an interaction between intensity and certainty
(F(2,23.8) = 7.81; p < 0.003) (see Fig. 2). Post hoc
paired t-tests revealed that the interaction between
intensity and certainty resulted from reduced pain rat-
ings for low intensity stimuli as a result of certain rela-
tive to uncertain expectation (p = 0.001), and increased
pain ratings for high intensity stimuli as as a result of
certain relative to uncertain expectation (p = 0.025). In
other words certainty increased the rating of high inten-
sity stimuli and reduced the rating of low intensity stim-
uli. Ratings were slighty lower overall than determined
during the psychophysics procedure at the beginning
of the study, possibly due to habituation and/or a reduc-
tion in anxiety levels.
pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),
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3.2. Stimulus-Preceding Negativity (SPN) data

We observed a slow negative wave during anticipa-
tion of the pain stimulus, which we refer to as the Stim-
ulus-Preceding Negativity. Topographic maps of the
grand average for the mean of all conditions (Fig. 3)
show the distribution of the SPN in the early and late
phases. In the early phase, the SPN has a broad fron-
to-central distribution with peak activity at electrode
FC3. In the late phase, the SPN has a more central dis-
tribution with peak activity at electrode Cz. In the late
phase, a repeated measures ANOVA (Fig. 4) of the
mean amplitude of the SPN across the certain condi-
tions (low, medium and high) showed that there was sig-
nificant modulation of the SPN by expected intensity at
electrodes Cz (F(1.9,27) = 3.6; p < 0.04) and CPz
(F(1.7,22.2) = 6.3; p < 0.009). Paired-samples t-tests
showed that a step-wise increase in heat intensity from
low (non-painful) to medium (low pain) was significant
at electrode CPz (p < 0.05), but that there was no signif-
icant difference between medium and high intensity SPN
amplitude at these electrodes, although a qualitative dif-
ference is visible in Fig. 4. There was no significant effect
of expected intensity on the SPN in the early phase, nor
Fig. 3. Grand average across subjects of waveforms and topographic maps
and late (�500 to 0 ms) periods of the Stimulus-Preceding Negativity (SPN) i
Evoked Potential (LEP) (n = 13). The SPN is the gradually increasing negati
the SPN showed a broad fronto-central distribution with peak activity at
distribution with peak activity at electrode Cz. The P2 peak of the LEP is a
caused by the visual anticipation cue, auditory-evoked potentials caused b
linked-ears reference, whereas topographic maps are presented with respect
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was there a specific effect of certainty relative to uncer-
tainty in either the early or late phases.

3.3. Laser-Evoked Potential (LEP) data

Analysis of the P2 LEP showed a main effect of
intensity (p < 0.01) but did not reveal an effect of cer-
tainty, nor an interaction between intensity and cer-
tainty. However, certain expectation was found to
alter the relationship between the amplitude of the P2
LEP peak and the SPN for painful stimuli. During cer-
tain expectation, the mean amplitude of the late SPN
averaged over the three intensities predicted the P2
peak amplitude for high (r = 0.59, p < 0.03) and med-
ium (r = 0.55, p < 0.04) intensity stimuli (see Fig. 4),
but not for low intensity stimuli. During uncertain
expectation, the late SPN was not predictive of the
P2 LEP peak amplitude for any of high, medium or
low intensities. Furthermore, when the amplitude of
the SPN was considered for each intensity individually
during the certain conditions, SPN amplitude predicted
the P2 peak amplitude for high (r = 0.54, p < 0.05) and
medium (r = 0.65, p < 0.01) intensity stimuli, but not
for low intensity stimuli.
over all conditions. The temporal range of early (�2500 to �2000 ms)
s shown (n = 15), in addition to the P2 peak of the post-stimulus Laser-
ve potential occurring between �3000 ms and 0 ms. In the early phase,

electrode FC3. In the late phase, the SPN showed a more central
lso maximal as electrode Cz. Also evident are visual-evoked potentials
y predictive auditory tones. Waveforms are presented according to a
to a common average reference.

pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),



Fig. 4. Grand average (n = 15) waveforms over the course of the experimental trial for certain expectation (of high, medium and low pain) and
uncertain expectation at representative electrodes. The mean amplitude across the 500 ms time period of the late phase of the SPN for each condition
is shown as a box plot for each electrode. During certain expectation, the amplitude of the SPN during the late phase was significantly modulated by
the intensity of expected pain at electrodes Cz (*p = 0.04) and CPz (**p = 0.009). Displayed waveforms are referenced to linked-ears.
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3.4. Source analysis (LORETA) of the SPN

Significant changes in current density were found
using LORETA during pain anticipation for the two
main comparisons of interest (see Table 1).

In the first LORETA comparison, in which certain
expectation of high intensity stimuli was compared to
certain expectation of low intensity stimuli, we did not
observe any statistically significant results at our thresh-
old of significance, in either early or late anticipatory
phases (see Fig. 5).

The second LORETA comparison, in which certain
expectation was contrasted with uncertain expectation
Please cite this article in press as: Brown CA et al., Modulation of
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(Fig. 6), identified regions of the brain that were specif-
ically modulated by certainty in each of the early and
late phases. In the early phase (Fig. 6a), uncertain expec-
tation was associated with increased clusters in the left
middle frontal gyrus (referred to as dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex, DLPFC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC),
left (contralateral) inferior parietal cortex (IPL) and
right superior frontal gyrus (SFG). In the late phase
(Fig. 6b), uncertainty was associated with greater activ-
ity in voxels in the right IPL and right SFG.

For the opposite contrast (i.e. certain > uncertain), in
the early phase certain expectation was associated with
increased clusters of activity in the right superior frontal
pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),



Table 1
Brain regions showing significant differences in current density when
comparing certain and uncertain expectations

Region Area Talairach
coordinates (not
stated for cluster
statistics)

x y z

Early certain > uncertain

Fusiform gyrusa L 20
Sub-gyral temporal lobea L 21
Inferior temporal gyrusa L 37
Inferior frontal gyrusa L 10/47
Subcallosal gyrusa L 34/25
Hippocampusa B –
Superior frontal gyrusa R 10
Uncusa R 28
Medial frontal gyrusa L 6

Early uncertain > certain

Middle frontal gyrusa L 9
Cingulate gyrusa B 23
Inferior parietal lobulea L 40
Superior frontal gyrusa R 6
Insulaa R 13
Postcentral gyrusa R 7
Precuneusa L 19
Middle occipital gyrusa R 19
Precentral gyrusa L 6/4

Late uncertain > certain

Inferior parietal lobulea,b R 40 53 �46 29
Superior frontal gyrusa,b R 6 18 03 64

a Brain regions showing significant differences (p < 0.05) in cluster
size. Note that significant results from the cluster test cannot be
associated with a specific voxel, and therefore talairach coordinates are
not provided.

b Brain regions showing significant differences (p < 0.05) in current
density within a particular voxel, quoted here in talairach coordinates.
L, left hemisphere activation; R, right hemisphere activation; B,
bilateral activation.
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gyrus (referred to as anterior prefrontal cortex, aPFC in
Fig. 6a). Certain expectation was also associated with
increased cluster size in left temporal areas, including
fusiform gyrus and left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG).
Further increases in cluster size centered around the
medial temporal lobes (including an area encompassing
the hippocampus) and subcallosal cingulate gyrus
(which we refer to as subgenual anterior cingulate cor-
tex, sACC).

4. Discussion

Our data illustrate four key findings. First, expecta-
tions bias ratings of heat stimuli toward the predicted
outcome, and in the direction of both higher and
lower intensities. Second, anticipatory EEG activity
varies according to the predicted magnitude of the
anticipated heat intensity. Third, the amplitude of
the anticipatory response predicts the amplitude of
the pain-evoked response during certain expectation
Please cite this article in press as: Brown CA et al., Modulation of
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but not uncertain expectation. Fourthly, distinct corti-
cal networks are associated with certain vs. uncertain
expectation.

4.1. Behavioral effects of expectation and uncertainty

Our behavioral data cast light on how the percep-
tion of heat intensity might be modulated by uncer-
tainty in expectations about pain. The uncertain
condition incorporated two distinct types of uncer-
tainty: true uncertainty, in which the subjects had no
knowledge of the outcome probabilities, and unreli-
ability, which gradually replaced the former as the
subject came to learn the outcome distribution,
namely that the ‘unknown’ condition was an inher-
ently poor predictor of the future pain. This latter
probability distribution is approximately centered on
medium intensity stimuli (since the high, medium
and low intensities were equi-probable), and our data
suggest the possibility of a perceptual bias towards
this in the uncertain condition, relative to the certain
condition. Our results are consistent with previous
data (Arntz et al., 1991; Wager et al., 2004; Lorenz
et al., 2005), and with contemporary statistical (e.g.
Bayesian) models of perception. Broadly stated, these
models suggest that prior expectation is balanced with
the current sensory evidence in order to make a statis-
tically optimal inference about some property, such as
the intensity, of a stimulus. Indeed, such models offer
a pervasive account of perceptual inference across a
number of sensory modalities (Rao et al., 2002; Ker-
sten and Yuille, 2003; Friston, 2005; Wager, 2005).
Although our experiment does not directly test a
Bayesian model of perception (which is one amongst
a number of plausible theoretical models for combin-
ing prior expectations and sensory input), this theoret-
ical framework provides an elegant model for
interpreting the current data.

It is noted that any study involving explicit predic-
tions and subjective reports can never exclude intrusion
of subject report biases. Although the time period
between the pain stimulus and the verbal report was
short (3 s), suggesting that an influence on retrospective
memory ought to be relatively minimal, any explicit
prediction task is potentially open to conformability
biases (i.e. subjects report what they think they ought
to feel, rather than what they actually do feel). In the-
ory, uncertainty can be manipulated purely implicitly
in pavlovian designs, although exerting experimental
control over the selective acquisition and expression
of implicit but not explicit predictions of pain in such
tasks is likely to be extremely challenging. However,
setting aside the inescapable superposition of conform-
ability biases, one should reassert that the mechanisms
by which explicit information modulates pain are of
substantial interest.
pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),



Fig. 5. Correlations of SPN amplitude with P2 LEP peak amplitude. For (a) medium intensity stimuli and (b) high intensity stimuli, the P2 LEP peak
amplitude correlated (n = 13) with both the mean SPN amplitude over all intensities in the certain condition, and the SPN amplitude for each
individual intensity condition.

Fig. 6. Comparison of sources of the SPN during certain expectation relative to uncertain expectation estimated with LORETA. (a) Early
anticipatory phase: certain vs. uncertain expectation (brain regions in blue) was associated with increased clusters in the medial temporal lobe
(including the hippocampus, Hipp), subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sACC, BA 25), left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG, BA 10/47) and left inferior
temporal and fusiform areas (ITG, BA 20/37). Uncertain vs. certain expectation (brain regions in red) was associated with increased clusters in left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC, BA9), superior frontal gyrus (SFG, BA 6/9), inferior parietal lobule (IPL, BA 40) and posterior cingulate
cortex (PCC, BA 23). (b) Late anticipatory phase: uncertain vs. certain expectation (brain regions in red) was associated with increased current
density in the right inferior parietal lobule (IPL, BA 40) and right superior frontal gyrus (SFG, BA 6).
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4.2. Neural responses during anticipation of different heat

intensities

Our EEG data demonstrate coding of heat stimulus
intensity just prior to the onset of the stimuli, but not
during the early anticipatory phase. Although our
ANOVA results did not reveal an effect of certainty on
the pain-evoked response (LEPs), we did find that the
amplitude of LEPs for painful (but non-painful) stimuli
was predicted by late anticipatory activity during certain
(but not uncertain) expectation. Early and late phases of
anticipatory activity may reflect distinct processes in
pain expectancy. Earlier responses may reflect motiva-
tional processes, since these typically occur at the time
when expectation is first generated (Seymour et al.,
2004). However, late phase anticipatory responses
would seem much more suited to underlie the ‘top-
down’ perceptual influence, or predictive coding (Rao
and Ballard, 1999), of expectancy-related information
on ascending nociceptive input.

The LORETA of this late phase of the anticipatory
response failed to identify sources modulated by
expected intensity. This may be because this is encoded
too diffusely, or located at multiple sources, to enable
source identification with the currently available statisti-
cal tools. Clearly this is an important goal for future
studies.

4.3. Cortical areas mediating certainty and uncertainty

The contrast of the SPN between the certain and
uncertain conditions, across all intensities of heat stimu-
lus (which were exactly balanced), did not reveal any sig-
nificant differences in the midline electrodes analyzed.
However, we were able to identify dissociable brain
regions using source analysis. The uncertain condition
(relative to the certain condition) was associated with
a shift in activity towards more superior and lateral cor-
tical areas (left DLPFC, PCC, bilateral IPL, and right
SFG). Greater areas of activation in the certain condi-
tion (relative to the uncertain condition) included aPFC,
inferior frontal, temporal and subgenual cingulate corti-
ces. In addition, sources of activity that included the
hippocampus were identified. However, we consider it
unsafe to make inferences from scalp ERPs about sub-
cortical and deep cortical regions; hence, we focus our
discussion on the more superficial cortical sources
found.

Given that our behavioral data showed no main
effect of certainty on pain ratings across the three
intensities, these brain networks are unlikely to be a
reflection of differences in perceived intensity. Contem-
porary ideas about how the brain deals with uncer-
tainty are deeply intertwined with theories of
attention and learning (Dayan et al., 2000). Cues that
harbor uncertain predictions stimulate attention and
Please cite this article in press as: Brown CA et al., Modulation of
doi:10.1016/j.pain.2007.05.022
augment learning, both in a motivational sense (to
direct optimal action), and a representational sense
(to allow optimal perceptual inference). Consistent with
this idea, the brain areas more involved during uncer-
tainty form part of a well-established fronto-parietal
network typically associated with attentional function,
including ego-spatial, somatosensory and pain func-
tions (Posner and Petersen, 1990; Coull, 1998; Carlsson
et al., 2000; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Macaluso
and Driver, 2003; Behrmann et al., 2004). Voluntary
attentional shifts towards pain specifically activate a
selective attention network involving DLPFC and
IPL (Peyron et al., 1999). In the present study, the left
IPL was associated with uncertainty in the early phase,
whereas the right IPL was associated with uncertainty
in the late phase. The left IPL has been associated with
temporal attention to non-painful stimuli (Coull and
Nobre, 1998), whereas the right IPL has been associ-
ated with spatial attention to both non-painful (Coull
and Nobre, 1998) and painful (Kulkarni et al., 2005)
stimuli.

The contrast between the certain and uncertain
expectation conditions may reflect memory processing
associated with the predictive cues. Left IFG and left
temporal gyrus activations during certain expectation
are consistent with results from studies showing explicit
memory processing in response to semantic cues in these
areas (Wiggs et al., 1999; Gerlach et al., 2002). We also
observed increased activation of the anterior prefrontal
cortex (aPFC) in the region of the frontal pole during
greater certainty. The function of the aPFC appears to
have complex integrative functions (Koechlin et al.,
2003), but the specific area identified in the present study
is required for prospective memory, i.e. memory for
intentions that will be realized in the future (Burgess
et al., 2001; Okuda et al., 2003). This might suggest a
possible role in mediating mnemonic influences on
future behavior, consistent with the influence of predic-
tive cues on pain ratings, although this remains
speculative.

4.4. Clinical implications

Placebo and nocebo responses are partly mediated
by simple cue-outcome contingencies but are particu-
larly significant when induced by verbal expectations
(Benedetti et al., 2003; Fields and Price, 2005; Watson
et al., 2006). Here, we show that predictive verbal
information can both increase and decrease the percep-
tion of pain by manipulating the statistical properties
of the predictions, namely the uncertainty. Thus, our
data are consistent with the possibility that one compo-
nent of placebo and nocebo effects might be a result of
the brain’s integration of prior expectancy and current
sensory information to make an optimal perceptual
inference.
pain ratings by expectation and uncertainty: ..., Pain (2007),
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The therapeutic effects of Cognitive–Behavioral Ther-
apy on pain perception may be mediated by increasing
uncertainty about rigorously held negative expectations.
Consistent with our source analysis data during uncer-
tainty, attention to sensory evidence may then become
a more important resource for informing behavior,
thereby maximising adaptivity to pain. Indeed, behav-
ioral change is thought to be more successful using expe-
rience-based therapeutic methods such as exposure
(McCracken, 2005), and also attentional training (Mor-
ley et al., 2004; McCracken, 2005) which minimizes cog-
nitive elaboration of prior expectations and increases
sensory awareness (Bishop et al., 2004). Indeed, focusing
attention on the sensory aspects of pain can increase
pain tolerance and recovery from pain in healthy sub-
jects and chronic pain patients (McCaul and Haugtvedt,
1982; Cioffi and Holloway, 1993; Keogh et al., 2000;
Michael and Burns, 2004).

5. Conclusions

The pattern of modulation of pain ratings by expec-
tation is consistent with models of perceptual inference.
We present evidence that neural responses during antic-
ipation of pain may code for the predictive information
required to modulate pain perception, and that uncer-
tain predictions may reduce this modulation via activa-
tion of a network associated with attention and learning.
These findings underscore the importance of investigat-
ing the mechanisms of prior expectancy in the patho-
physiology of chronic pain.
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